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Abstract: An Application-to-Application integration framework in the cloud environment
is proposed. The methodological demarche is developed using a data symmetry approach.
Implementation aspects of integration considered the Open Data Protocol (OData) service as an
integrator. An important issue in the cloud environment is to integrate and ensure the quality of
transferred and processed data. An efficient way of ensuring the completeness and integrity of
data transferred between different applications and systems is the symmetry of data integration.
With these considerations, the integration of SAP Hybris Cloud for Customer with S/4 HANA Cloud
was implemented.

Keywords: application integration; data integration; data symmetry; Open Data Protocol
(OData) service

1. Introduction

Ensuring the quality of data integration in cloud-based hybrid systems and applications is an
important issue both in business and in data science.

Integration frameworks are focused on data integration or application integration.
Data integration implies the transfer, replication, and transformation of data from one place to another
(from one application to another)—ignoring application or business logic. Application integration is
defined as linking systems together at the application/business logic level. According to Tibbetts (2011)
“neither method of integration is superior or inferior to the other—it simply depends on the need” [1].
Application integration in the business environment has grounded the widely used Enterprise
Application Integration (EAI) paradigm, which is sustained by dedicated systems, e.g., Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Supply Chain Management
(SCM) systems, or other enterprise-integrated applications. However, various integration projects in
organizations nowadays employ both types of integration frameworks.

According to Linthicum (1999), EAI conducts the strategic utilization of company data and
technology for greater efficiency and profit [2]. Four types of integration are identified: Data-level,
application interface-level, method-level, and user interface-level—the last three together are supported
by the business model level [2]. The EAI architecture has been transposed into the cloud and is
supported by cloud computing infrastructure and services [3,4]. Cloud applications integration is
facilitated by various classes of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), predefined or developed,
such as application, data service, or data set APIs.

Cloud services provide access to server infrastructure and resources that are managed by a
provider, e.g., Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service
(SaaS). According to Deloitte practitioners [5], to integrate cloud applications, the following integration
approaches are applicable: Cloud-to-Cloud; Cloud–Integrator–Cloud; and Cloud–Cloud–Cloud
(Cloud-Cubed) integration.
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A primary issue in integration processes is the level of data quality. Corrales (2018) synthesized
the diverse approaches regarding data quality issues [6]. An integration approach based on symmetry
ensures the completeness and integrity of data transferred between different applications and systems.
Weyl (1983) presented the importance of symmetry in science and other domains [7]. Murtagh (2009)
underlined the role of symmetry in Data Analysis and Data Mining [8]. In the context of the widespread
use of cloud-based hybrid applications and the importance of symmetry in the quality of the data
integration process, we considered it necessary to develop a framework for the symmetric integration
of applications.

2. Framework for a Symmetric Integration Approach

The research problem of our study is the development and implementation of a framework
for the symmetric integration of applications and systems in cloud environments in order to ensure
the completeness and integrity of data in the integration process. Our research is quantitative and
experimental. For development and validation, we used SAP Hybris Cloud for Customer (C4C),
S/4 HANA Cloud (S/4), and Open Data Protocol (OData) service.

Various approaches reference application integration (AI) topics [1–3]. Relevant for our demarche
is the following consideration regarding AI, which is defined as a process of “keeping redundant
copies of data (in independently designed applications) consistent, or enabling end-users to access data
and functionality from independently designed applications on a single user interface” [9]. In Figure 1,
two independently designed applications are involved in an integration process. Data are retrieved
from Application 1 and stored in Application 2 in a corresponding format. Making an analogy with
a symmetry model using (d) as its symmetry axis, the “copy of data” object is symmetric to the
“data source” object.
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Figure 1. Application integration.

In an EAI framework, ERP systems are put together with CRM systems, SCM systems, or other
Enterprise Applications (EA) systems. The integration approach presented in Figure 1 is applicable to
the EAI context and is valid for both data structures and Business Objects (BO) [10]. A collection of
technologies and services support the integration of the systems, building a “middleware integration
framework” [10].

The increasing use of cloud technologies creates integration challenges for many companies.
A scenario for integrating SAP Hybris Cloud for Customer (C4C) and S/4HANA Cloud (S/4) is the
subject of this article (Figure 2).
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Best practices in integration methods point out three alternatives: Application-to-X users (A2X),
using a SOAP-based web service in synchronous execution; Application-to-Application (A2A), using a
SOAP-based web service in asynchronous execution; and Open Data Protocol using a REST-based
web service in synchronous execution [11–13]. The OData service, metaphorically named the “SQL of
the web”, allows the creation and consumption of queryable and interoperable RESTful APIs in a
simple and standard way. The service enables the client, e.g., Application 2, to publish and manipulate
the resource identified by URIs and defined in a data model using simple HTTP messages. In an
OData-based approach, Application 1 is the OData service producer and will expose its service along
with metadata that contain the semantics for consumption. The OData service exploits common
formats like XML and JSON for communication. Application 2 understands the OData service using
generic tools and can combine information from multiple data sources.

The scenario for integrating C4C with S/4 includes the actions seen in Table 1, on both the OData
producer (C4C application) and consumer (S/4 application) sides.

Table 1. C4C–S/4 integration activities.

Application Action ID Action Result

C4C A1
Identifying the Business Object (BO),
that will represent the data source for
the OData service

BO (data source)

C4C A2 Creating the OData service for
reading the BO OData service

C4C A3 Activating the OData service URL
C4C A4 Testing the OData service Displaying OData service answer
S/4 A5 Consuming the OData service BO in S/4 (symmetric copy of BO)

A time report from the C4C system is transferred and stored in the S/4 system. A Time Report
BO is a collection of time entries, which can be defined for a date or a date range. Employees can
record time for different activities/tasks in which they are involved, e.g., work, travel, administration,
vacation [14,15]. An employee can also have many time reports. Time recording enables managers to
keep track of which employees are doing day-to-day work, which in turn helps to improve productivity
and customer satisfaction, reduce cost, and enable employees to be more productive by making it
easier for them to record their time.
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3. Implementation Aspects of SAP Hybris Cloud for Customer and S/4 HANA Cloud Integration

Action A1. Identifying the Business Object that Will Represent the Data Source for the OData
Service

C4C software maintains the time reports for the employees. Operations like creating, updating,
and deleting time reports; retrieving time entries; retrieving employee data; and grouping time entries
for an employee for a specified time are possible.

Time reports are defined based on a standard Time Report BO [14,15]. Therefore, they are instances
of the BO. The report header contains information, e.g., the Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
of the time report, the reference to the standard BO, and the employee’s user ID. A time report can
record time for a certain ticket or independent of any ticket. Solving a ticket implies the completion of
different tasks by the employee to whom it was assigned. The time spent performing the necessary
tasks is recorded in time entries. A time entry has the following attributes: Time type (work, travel,
administration, vacation, etc.), ticket ID, start time, end time, break start, break end, duration, and time
zone (Table 2). After creating the time report as an instance of the Time Report BO, it has to be approved
by the reporting line manager. Once the time is recorded, it has to be billed. Ticket IDs are integrated
with S/4 for billing processes. During the proposed integration process, each time entry is copied into
the S/4 system and becomes a time item of the ticket for billing processes.

Table 2. Details of a time report: 2018/CW23 example.

Time Type Date Ticket ID Start Time End Time Break Start Break End Duration

Work 06/04/2018 6227-T1028 9:00 AM 5:30 PM 12:00 AM 12:30 AM 8 h
Work 06/05/2018 6227-T1028 9:00 AM 5:30 PM 1:00 PM 1:30 PM 8 h
Work 06/06/2018 6227-T1028 9:00 AM 5:30 PM 12:30 AM 1:00 PM 8 h
Work 06/07/2018 6227-T1028 9:00 AM 5:30 PM 12:30 AM 1:00 PM 8 h
Work 06/08/2018 6227-T1028 9:00 AM 5:30 PM 12:00 AM 12:30 AM 8 h

A time report covering week 23, from 4 June 2018 to 10 June 2018, for employee ‘tanita business’
created in C4C can be seen in Table 2 and is transferred into the S/4 system for further processing.
The replication of the 2018/CW23 time report into S/4 is an example of data symmetry within the
integration approach.

Action A2. Creating the OData Service for Reading the BO

The OData service contains the metadata of the entities exposed by the service, the relationships
between these entities, and system and custom query options for retrieving data [11]. The service can
be created in an assisted way. The appropriate selection can then be made in the OData editor window
according to requirements.

Action A3. Activating the OData Service

After creating the OData service for time report 2018/CW23, the service is activated and its URL
is accessible. The metadata structure can be checked by using the service URI [14].

Action A4. Testing the OData Service

The created OData service is tested through HTTP requests launched on the C4C test console
(Figure 3). The service response can be viewed in different formats, e.g., Form, XML, or JSON [15].
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Security issues are also tested and service performance, e.g., response time, is analyzed.

Action A5. Consuming the OData Service

Several tasks are necessary to implement action A5, as seen in Table 3. In order to respect the
application integration framework presented in Figure 1, task T3 was proposed. It was designed based
on several sub-tasks introduced in Table 3 and is implemented through ABAP programming.

Table 3. Activity A5. Tasks for consuming the OData service.

Application Task ID Task

S/4 T1
Establishing endpoint for the time report into the S/4 system (fields in S/4:
timereport-id, timereport-reportname, timereport-startdate,
timereport-enddate, timereport-totalduration)

S/4 T2 Creating communication system, defining communication scenario, and
establishing communication arrangement

S/4 T3

Effective consuming of the OData service:

- T31: Check if outbound service exists in the communication scenario;
- T32: Create HTTP client to access the outbound service;
- T33: Create the service request by specifying the request method

and header;
- T34: Send the request to C4C and get a response;
- T35: Parse the response;
- T36: Map response fields coming from C4C to endpoint fields in S/4;
- T37: Display the time report in S/4.

A communication system was created in S/4 HANA [14,16] to integrate SAP Hybris Cloud
for Customer and S/4 HANA Cloud, a process for “keeping copies of data (in independently
designed applications) consistent”, as mentioned at the beginning of Section 3. In the communication
scenario, the OData service URL was specified, as seen in Figure 4. Further integration aspects,
e.g., authentication methods, were established by the communication arrangement [16].
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After receiving the response from the OData service (task T34), in order to obtain a “symmetric”
copy of the time report in the S/4 system, the tasks T35–T37 were proposed and developed.

Implementation aspects, including coding, of the effective consuming of the OData service
(activity A5, task T3) proposed by the authors are presented in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4. Activity A5, task T3. Implementation aspects.

Task ID Description Code

T31

Check if outbound
service exists in the

communication scenario
(Figure 4).
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Table 5. Activity A5, tasks T35−T37. Implementation aspects.

Task/Description Code

T35: Parse the response

Transformations of the response string stored
in lv_body:

- All occurrences of substring ‘“’
are eliminated;

- Iteratively, each “line” is identified (the
different “lines” are separated by
commas) and stored in lv_pair; the next
“lines” remain in lv_body;

- In lv_pair, we have lv_key (ID,
ReportName, StartDate, EndDate,
TotalDuration) and lv_value; they are
separated by substring ‘:’;

- All occurrences of substring ‘{’ and ‘}’
are eliminated;

- For each lv_key, the lv_value is extracted
and stored into a
corresponding variable.
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4. Discussions and Conclusions

All forms of cloud integration, e.g., cloud-to-cloud, cloud-to-on-premises integration, or
a combination of both, employ data and application integration in order to address different
business components.

In all cases, the integration framework includes practices, tools, and technologies used by an
enterprise to connect applications, systems, and data. The approach can be developed with or without
a cloud integration platform.

Business-to-Business (B2B) enterprises use an integration platform as a service (iPaaS) in order to
develop integration projects. The two systems C4C and S/4, which are the subject of our investigation,
can be integrated via SAP Cloud Platform Integration (SAP CPI). It connects cloud applications with
other SAP and non-SAP cloud and on-premises applications. Different scenarios can be developed,
e.g., Application-to-Application (A2A) integration, or customized access to the SAP CPI with public
OData APIs [17].

As an alternative, we propose an approach without an integration platform that can be applied to
any A2A integration (Figure 6). A methodological framework for the integration of two independent
applications is proposed. The scenario presented in Figure 1 indicates a symmetric integration
approach: Data is retrieved from one application and stored (copied) in the other application.
As mentioned in Section 2, the “copy of data” object is symmetric to the “data source” object.
One application is an OData service producer, the other a service consumer (Figure 6).

For the consumption of the OData service (activity A5), three tasks are necessary (T1–T3).
Furthermore, task T3 was designed as a sequence of seven sub-tasks (Figure 6). After sending
the request to Application 1 and getting the service response (sub-task T34), parsing the response
(sub-task T35) followed by mapping the response fields to the endpoint fields in Application 2 (T35) is
essential to obtain a symmetric integration approach.

Mainly, based on the OData service [18], the integration framework implies the following phases:
A1—Identifying the Business Object, which will represent the data source for the OData service;
A2—Creating the OData service for reading the BO; A3—Activating the OData service; A4—Testing
the OData service; A5—Consuming the OData service.

Today’s business environment requires application integration in order to support all kinds of
business processes and value chains. The business data are processed through all these systems.
This has to be done “in the best possible way and in the least possible time to come up with the best
possible outcome” [19]. Therefore, all data that has to be transferred from one system to another
is identified. “The OData ecosystem” is continually growing, and diverse OData producers and
consumers might be the pillars of the integration framework [20]. The symmetry of data has a decisive
impact on the quality of the integration processes.
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